


benefits
HardwareFlexibility

With the ability to run the Distribution Design Studio on desktop, laptop, tablet and handheld computers,

utilities have the ultimate flexibility in assigning and managing design resources in the office and out in the field. 

Mobility

Having full access to design information in the office or in the field enables designers to increase their total

design efficiency regardless of when and where they work.

Data Sharing and Integration

Automating and sharing design data reduces manual data entry errors between systems and increases

design accuracy. 

Efficiency

Automatically generating construction packets, including material lists, estimates, construction drawings,

staking sheets, etc. saves valuable design resources from labor-intensive paperwork.

Modularity

The modular, scalable architecture of the Distribution Design Studio allows utilities to start with Distribution

Staker and then implement additional enhancement modules as their business or individual user needs evolve. 

Minimum Recommended

Processor Pentium® III at 650 MHz Pentium 4 processor at 3.0 GHz

Operating Systems Microsoft® Windows® 2000 SP4 Microsoft Windows XP 

RAM 256 MB of free available RAM 1024 MB of free available RAM

Hard Disk Capacity 500 MB of available disk space 4 GB of available disk space 

Hard Disk Speed 5400 rpm 7200 rpm

Video Card 800x600 pixels, 16-bit color 1600x1200 pixels, 32-bit color 

Monitor 17-inch monitor, 800x600, 16-bit 19-inch monitor,
1600x1200, 32-bit

Processor Intel Xeon 2.8 GHz w/ 1MB Dual Intel Xeon 2.8 GHz w/ 2MB 
Cache or equivalent Cache or equivalent

RAM 1 GB 2 GB or better

Hard Disk Capacity 200GB 300GB or better

Network Capacity 100Mbs/sec 100Mbs/sec or better

Microsoft Windows XP Tablet PC Edition

Microsoft Windows Mobile 2003 for Pocket PC
Microsoft Windows Mobile Version 5 for Pocket PC

System Requirements

Desktop and Laptop 
Computers

Distribution Design 
Studio Server

• Microsoft Windows
Server 2003

• Internet Information
Server 6.0 or higher

• SQL Server 2000/2005
Express or above

• Internet Explorer
6.0 or higher

• .NET 1.1 & 2.0

Tablet PC

Handheld Devices



introduction
Introduction

Distribution Design Studio is a modular, comprehensive software solution that addresses the line design challenges faced
by municipalities, co-ops and investor-owned utilities. In this industry, the business landscape constantly changes and
utilities need flexible, cost-effective solutions to maintain and extend their overhead and underground infrastructure as
their business evolves. 

Distribution Design Studio combines CAD/GIS rendering and editing capabilities with intuitive design and efficiency tools
to streamline utility workflows, reduce design cycle times and share design information with internal and external systems.
Distribution Design Studio helps maximize scarce design resources and makes the design process as simple and efficient
as possible. 

Distribution Staker, the base application in Distribution Design Studio, provides a wide range of easy-to-use design tools that
allow designers to create layouts and construction drawings, automatically generating complete and consistent construction
packets, material lists, customer estimates, utility cost estimates, staking sheets and more.

Utilities can easily extend Distribution Design Studio to accommodate the inevitable changes to utility workflows and design
objectives. The DDS enhancement modules integrate seamlessly with Distribution Staker and can be deployed strategically
where needed without impacting a designer’s ability to share jobs and design information. 



distribution design studio

base application

enhancement modules

Distribution Design Studio consists of a base application, Distribution Staker, and a series of available enhancement

modules that enable utilities to select functional sets that meet the design needs of individual designers, individual

departments or the utility as a whole. Seamless integration of all modules allows users with different feature sets to

share jobs and design information for increased efficiency and flexibility.

Distribution Staker With an array of design tools and process automation, Distribution Staker improves the quality

and efficiency of every aspect of utility distribution system design. Working in the office or in the field on desktop, lap-

top, tablet or handheld computers, designers can layout overhead and underground lines and generate comprehensive

construction packets without the need for redundant manual data entry between systems.

GPS brings the power of global positioning to the utility distribution system designer. Real-world coordinates help

eliminate the time and cost associated with traditional survey crews or other manual methods. By allowing designers to

locate assets and design new infrastructure in the field, GPS technology saves time, increases design efficiency and

improves the accuracy of the utility asset record.

Mobile Asset View adds full access to utility asset, infrastructure and land base information to Distribution Design

Studio. With data from the utility’s GIS and/or mapping system seamlessly integrated into the design application,

designers can create more accurate designs with greater efficiency. Mobile Asset View then updates the utility GIS/map-

ping system when the design is complete or as defined by the utility process.

Process Management utilizes the accessibility and ease-of-use of the Internet to optimize the utility’s distribution

design process. When the utility process is loaded into this module, Process Management automatically tracks design

progress and notifies users when tasks are handed off to them. By driving the utility process and adding visibility to

design status and associated design information, this module eliminates paper passing and other manual methods to

reduce the overall length of the utility design process.

WMS/MMS/CIS Integration enables the use of pre-built modules that link to leading vendors of core utility systems

such as Work Management (WMS), Materials Management (MMS), and Customer Information (CIS) to share like

information between the systems and eliminate duplicate data entry. 

GIS Integration enables the integration of GIS/mapping system information in the design process.
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proven results
“Before Distribution Design
Studio, we were doing every-
thing manually at least twice—
going out into the field and
drawing our designs, and
coming back to the office and
doing it again. This automation
tool provides us better service
and faster turnaround on our
projects and eliminates all the
paper-based design methods.”

—Kirby Parr, 

Technical Services Manager,

Pulaski Electric Systems

“We picked Itron because their
programming technology, cus-
tomer service, and design phi-
losophy seemed to be well
aligned with our business
goals. Distribution Staker is
easy for our designers to use
in the field, and it’s compatible
with our billing, mapping and
other systems.” 

—Mike Milligan,

Systems Engineer,

Snapping Shoals Electric

Membership Cooperative


